Event Overviews
Team Building
Amazing Chase
Strategy, communication, and teamwork are more important than speed in this Amazing Chase. And, while teams won’t have to
traverse the world to complete the physical and mental challenges put before them, they will have to traverse the event area to
compete in a series of activities themed to locations worldwide!
Beach Buggy Battle
Teams create their own version of a beach buggy out of cardboard and a variety of tropical decorating materials. Once
complete, all beach buggies battle it out for the best time on an obstacle course. Two team members “drive” the buggy but all
members of the team must participate in the challenges they face along the course!
Chariots Afire
These sweet chariots may swing low, but spirits are sure to be high! Teams build chariots to carry them home across the finish
line of an obstacle-filled racecourse. We supply carts, building and decorating materials. Participants supply creativity and
horsepower to get around the course.
Crunch Time
Teams participate in a series of short physical challenges using unexpected items. Teams have a certain amount of time to
practice each game but points only accrue when it’s crunch time!
Escape Experiences
A typical Escape Experience involves locking a small group in a prop-filled room who must solve a series of clues and puzzles to
break out. But, in our versions any size group can participate anywhere! In Crack The Code and Undercover Escape, teams
use a custom app for a virtual escape experience. And, in Unlock The Mystery, teams receive an assortment of props at a team
table that are actually clues that, when solved, enable teams to break into a locked box at the front of the room.
Float Your Boat
"Whatever floats your boat" are good words to live by. But, in this team building activity, they are essential, as teams must build
a boat capable of holding two of their teammates in a race against all other teams. The boat-building materials? Nothing more
than cardboard and duct tape!
Football Frenzy
Teams will be pumped up to tackle these football-themed challenges located throughout your event area. Teams will participate
in a variety of fun tasks that anyone – even an armchair quarterback – could tackle like a football toss, name the jock rock song
bites, Tic-Tac-Touchdown and more!
Game Show Greats
Old-fashioned fun meets new technology in this game show, which finds teams competing in activities inspired by game show
greats on a mobile device. Games, some of which are emcee-led from the stage and others that teammates compete in during
timed segments around their team table, include “Survey Says,” “What’s That Tune?”, “In Jeopardy,” Concentrate, “What’s The
Deal?”, “Is The Number Right?” and more!
Just The Ticket
If you’re looking for an event that gets your attendees to know one another better, then this event is just the ticket! That’s
because guests play a quick series of games to win raffle tickets. But more importantly, the games allow them to interact with
one another and share information about themselves in a fun and engaging way.
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Level Up
The aim of the game is simple … score as many points as possible before you run out of time. There’s something for everyone
in this fun, frenetic activity with teams solving puzzles, cracking codes and completing photo and video challenges. Teams work
through five levels, with each passing level becoming more and more complex. However – the harder the challenge, the higher
the points.
Make A Scene
It is usually considered impolite to make a scene. But, during this team building activity, it’s actually encouraged as teams create
their own must-see commercial or film for their company in a themed film using a custom app to help them create their unique
video. The activity ends with an awards ceremony where all films are viewed, and prizes awarded to those the audience enjoyed
best.
Manor House Murder
Sometimes planning a team building event can be murder. But, in this case, murder IS the team building event! The body of an
internationally renowned lawyer has been found and your group must examine the evidence and liaise with key suspects and
witnesses to piece together the sequence of events in this high-tech who dunnit.
No Table Unturned
It’s no mystery – people love to guess “who dunnit!” And, it’s even more fun when the mystery is customized for your group, as
the clues delivered to team tables in between courses reveal attendees as potential suspects and a crime that resonates with
your group. Did they smuggle out the company’s top secrets? Kill the competition? Steal the lollipops from the receptionist’s
desk? If you can imagine it, we’ll leave no table unturned as we script a mystery that will intrigue and delight your guests!
Not Your Average Game Show
These are not just trivial matters. Our game shows incorporate a wide range of challenges including music, visual puzzles and
physical games as well. And, rather than just a few participants on stage at a time, everyone participates in our game shows
with teams facing off against one another!
Pick A Side
The group is split into two sides, with red teams battling a new blue team in each round in a series of quick, fast-paced
challenges. Which side will earn the most wins in games such as racing to be the first to blow four cupcake liners through a
straw so they land in four glasses? Which side will be the first to transfer the soda cans from one side to another using only a
dry spaghetti noodle threaded through the tab to move them? Everyone on the side with the most wins at the end has the
chance to win a prize!
Raise the Tiki Bar
It’s time to raise the bar – a tiki bar that is! Everyone is sure to hold a torch for this event, which finds them competing in tiki
trivia to earn tokens used to purchase items needed to transform an ordinary classroom table into a tiki bar!
Spud Racer
Usually when you talk about produce and heat in the same sentence, it’s time for dinner. But, not in this team building activity!
Teams create racecars out of fruit, vegetables and materials provided. Then, race them on pinewood derby-type tracks in a
series of heats to determine the overall winner.
Summer Camp Challenge
Bring back all the fun of summer camp…without the bug bites and awkward teen moments. Groups explore the “camp” as they
meet up with Counselors who challenge them with a series of physical, mental and creative activities. Win or lose, we promise
that your entire team will leave feeling like truly happy campers!
SurStrivor
Tribes strive to do the best they can in a series of creative, physical and mental challenges. Who will surstrive and who will be
thrown off the island at the end of the activity? Only time will tell in this competitive team building activity!
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The Games
It’s time for your team to strive for the gold in a series of relays appropriate for those with a coach or a couch potato mentality!
Whether they experience the thrill of victory, or the agony of defeat, all walk away a stronger team! And, if a sports theme
doesn’t “play” well with you, we can incorporate other themes, such as beach games, superhero games and more.
The Pitch
In this creative and challenging event, teams face challenges that get them to focus on creating, marketing and pitching the
perfect product. Teams put their business acumen and entrepreneurial skills to the test. Which team in your group will have
what it takes to come out on top in this competitive challenge?
Two Can Play That Game
Looking for a fun, fast-paced competition for your small group that will leave your guests wanting to “play” more? If you’re
looking for a great way for two teams to go head-to-head, then Two Can Play That Game is the perfect team building activity for
you. This event is fashioned after Hollywood Game Night, but the stars of the show are your very own colleagues. After a series
of challenges, find out which team’s stars will fall, and which team will stand out in the spotlight!

Hunts
Clued In
Guests are transformed into detectives and complete crime scene-related tasks. Each time one is completed, a piece of
information is released that will help them identify the guilty suspect, weapon and location similar to the board game “Clue.”
Teams will track down evidence, solve clues, conduct casework, take crime scene photos and videos and more!
ESQ (Epic Selfie Quest)
Are you ready for your close up? Teams may have to solve puzzles to reveal which photo and video selfies they need to take,
take selfies with strangers, identify celebrities from selfies, answer questions featuring songs about selfies, and more.
Kapow!
Guests will have a super time exploring the event area in this superhero-themed GPS hunt played on phones or tablets. Teams
may find themselves taking superhero-inspired photos and videos; answering trivia questions about super heroes; conquering
evil villains by decoding bombs; solving conundrums and more. This is a “super” way to explore an event area while having a
marvelous time!
Get to the Point
If you don’t see the point of going to a destination and not giving your group an opportunity to experience it, then this GPS-based
scavenger hunt, played on phones or tablets, is the perfect choice for your attendees! That’s because teams get to explore the
event area while they compete in photo, video, trivia, and other fun challenges that open when they find points on a map.
The Great Race
Teams have an amazing time chasing down locations where they acquire points for performing physical, mental and creative
challenges. This versatile activity can be conducted as a road rally, or on foot in an area of interest.
Team Dynamics Dash
Working together as a team is essential if you want to achieve your business goals. But, every team member is different – how
do you maximize these differences and put them to work for your business? By having fun together as a team completing tasks
that put the spotlight on these dynamics. After the event, your team can do a self debrief to analyze the lessons they learned
from these tasks, to gain insight and make your team stronger.
Custom Treasure Hunts
If you can think of a theme, we can create a hunt for it! Working in teams, participants solve a variety of clues. Our specialty is
creating clever clues that are fun, not predictable! Hunts can be delivered in a book or through an app and are the perfect way
to explore an area of interest and incorporate custom company information.
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Charitable Events
After School Snack Sacks
Teams will transform plain, eco-friendly canvas bags into reusable snack sacks any child would be excited to keep even when
the food is gone! After the sacks have been decorated, teams fill them with snack items like cereal, macaroni and cheese,
crackers, pretzels, granola bars and fruit snacks.
ArCANtecture/Canned Goods Carnival/Mini Golf Fore Good
Teams display their “can-do” attitude by using canned food to create either a sculpture, carnival game or mini golf hole. After
being judged for creativity, the cans are donated to a local food bank. If the Canned Goods Carnival or Mini Golf For Good are
selected, teams play the game or a 9-hole round of mini golf when complete and an additional prize for highest score is given!
Battle for the Troops
This competitive, fast-paced event puts the spotlight on the military in a series of fun tasks, such as Oh Say Can You Sing where
teams must identify the patriotic songs being sung by other teammates, Military Movie Match, and a Red, White or Blue
guessing game. The points add up to dollars that are donated to benefit a military non-profit such as the USO or Wounded
Warrior Program.
Book Smart
There’s a perception that some who are book smart are not street smart, but your group will get to show off both sets of skills in
this charitable teambuilding event that is one part treasure hunt/one part scavenger hunt. Teams explore the event area as they
complete tasks for points and collect books that will be donated to a local literacy charity.
Donation Quest
This charitable activity is wrapped into a high-tech treasure hunt that requires participants to travel from location to location to
unlock tasks that relate to giving back. Teams will solve clues and puzzles, take team photos and videos, and more to earn
enough points to unlock a donation that will go to a deserving non-profit.
Give Back Game Show
In the Give Back Game Show there is no studio audience because everyone is a contestant! And, although teams are
competing for prizes, they don’t keep them for themselves – they’re all donated to charity! You choose the charity, and we
create games that put the spotlight on the cause and the donations earned throughout the event.
Hospital Art
Teams work together to turn black and white, pre-designed canvases into colorful, cheerful works of art. These canvases are
donated through The Foundation for Hospital Art to a hospital, clinic, nursing home, or shelter.
Kid’s Snack Packages
This care packages event is a fun twist on the traditional! Teams stuff drawstring backpacks with non-perishable food items for
children in need, who often go hungry outside of school lunch hours. In order to earn food items, teams compete in a series of
games that are sure to bring back fun memories of their own childhood!
Make an Impact
Teams utilize a game app that uses GPS technology, image recognition and augmented reality to complete a wide range of
multimedia challenges to earn “impacts.” Each “impact” earned translates into a donation towards a global project of their
choosing, making a world of change to those in need!
Pet Project
Teams compete in a series of pet-themed games to earn a donation for a local pet shelter. How well will your team fare in the
Shake Your Tail Feathers contest, Cat’s Meow musical challenge, or Animal Attraction game? Only one team will win but all will
have a doggone good time at this event that provides a local shelter with the ability to help animals having a “ruff” time!
Play for Keeps
Teams test much-needed, brand-new sports equipment in a series of physical relays before handing it over to a charity that
desperately needs it. Dependent on the needs of the chosen charity, teams may be competing in basketball dribble contests,
softball over/under relays, flinging frisbees into targets and more!
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Race To Feed The Hungry
In this event, teams race to assemble and decorate folding grocery carts. They’ll also play games such as Food Fact or Fiction,
identifying what the Tasty Tunes played are, and racing to be the first to get a string of food-related emojis texted to the emcee
on stage! The better they do, the more non-perishable food items they’ll earn to fill their cart. All are donated at the end to stock
the shelves of a community charity that provides for food insecure families.
Race For Relief
The race is on to provide relief for the type of charity that is near to your heart – choose from schools and students in need, the
homeless or animal shelters – as teams use items these organizations need to make racecars. When the race is over, we race
the items used in the cars over to help those in need!
Reading Rocks!
Teams participate in challenges such as literature-based trivia, a spelling bee, and “Book Bingo” to win books donated to a local
charity to encourage success through literacy. The team collecting the most books wins!
Red Wagon Brigade
Teams assemble and decorate wagons for kids in need to play with. Next, they play games reminiscent of favorite childhood
games to win points for their team and toys to place in their wagon.
Rhythm & Schmooze
Guests compete with one another as they participate in music-themed challenges. And, the part that really rocks? After
experiencing the feel-good factor that music brings, they’ll learn that they’ll be making a donation to an organization that uses
music to help others, such as a music therapy department or local schools to purchase musical instruments.
Sustainability Quest
Guests participate in a fun and educational team experience that has them using a game app to complete tasks that will both
challenge and educate them about the environment and sustainability. Based on which trivia, puzzles, photo and video tasks
they complete, they’ll learn which approved charities/NGOs, carefully selected from 34 different countries, will receive money to
work on their sustainable development goals.
Toy Chest Challenge
This event will make your attendees feel like a kid again as they compete in challenges that ultimately helps kids in need!
Teams rotate through a series of hands-on games like Pony Hop Races, Block Stacking, Crayon Ring Toss and more that
center around the toys being donated to the local non-profit. The team with the most points at the end also goes home with a
prize – no do-overs!
Unlock The Donation
If your group has a cause that’s near and dear to them, then this event, which builds on the popularity of Escape rooms, is ideal.
That’s because it finds teams racing to solve clues and be the first to open, not only their hearts to the charity, but a locked chest
containing a donation for them!
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